MASCHINE 2.7.4
“Looper” Instructions
The 2.7.4 version of MASCHINE contains some new features to improve the speed of recording
audio loops, plus the ability to quickly layer these loops similar to guitar Looper pedals if you
choose. These features work with all of the MASCHINE controllers, and the experience is
especially nice when using MASCHINE JAM.

Audio Loop Recording
There are two fundamental plug-ins in MASCHINE that can make use of audio recordings: the
Sampler plug-in, which has been part of MASCHINE since version 1.0, and the new Audio plug-in,
which was introduced in version 2.7.0. Because there are two plug-ins which can make use of
recorded samples, the Sampling workflow has been expanded to include a new recording mode,
called “Loop”, and a new Sampling parameter, called “Target”.

Recording Mode
Previously, the two modes available for Sampling were “Detect” and “Sync”. These modes still
remain in the new version here. If you happen to sample something while neither a Sampler or
Audio plug-in is in the focused Sound, the recordings made will be automatically loaded into a
Sampler plug-in when using these two recording modes. You will then need to place MIDI Events
in a Pattern to trigger the audio you just recorded into the Sampler.
The new mode, called “Loop”, is intended for capturing loops that you want to play back with the
new Audio plug-in. As a result, the Loop mode behaves diﬀerently from “Detect” or “Sync” in the
following ways:
• If you don’t have a Sampler or Audio plug-in loaded on your focused Sound when doing a
recording in “Loop" mode, the resulting recording will be automatically loaded into an Audio
plug-in and will immediately begin to play back.
• The starting of a recording in “Loop” mode is quantized (like “Sync" mode), but the
synchronization point will always be the start of the Pattern (or, when sampling one of
MASCHINE’s own Groups, the synchronization point will be the start of the source Group’s
Pattern). This is done because the Audio plug-in always plays its recordings starting from the
start of a Pattern—by only starting recordings at the start of a Pattern, it ensures your recording
will be correctly aligned once it begins to play back.

Recording Target
When “Loop” mode is selected for Sampling, an additional parameter appears called “Target”. As
explained above, recording something in Loop mode will result in the recording being loaded into
an Audio plug-in so that you immediately hear the results. This “Target” parameter dictates how
MASCHINE loads these new recordings into the Audio plug-in:
• Take: When selecting this Target, each new recording you make in the Sampling tab will be
loaded into the currently focused Sound Slot as a new Take (and this new Take will be selected
for playback). You can review all the Takes you’ve captured in the Take List, and you can also
select any of these Takes to make it the one that actively plays back in the Audio plug-in.
• Sound: Choosing this Target enables a layering workflow similar to guitar looper pedals (such as
the Roland Loop Station products). When using this mode, each recording that you make will be
loaded into an empty Sound Slot in the current Group & Pattern and will begin playing back.
Therefore, each recording that you make will play back layered on top of all the previous

recordings made in that particular Group & Pattern. For example, a beatboxer could make a
recording of hi hats which would then begin to play back after the recording is done. He could
then immediately trigger another recording and perform the kick and snare drums—this would
then begin to play back on top of the previously-recorded hi hat such that there will now be two
Sounds in the Pattern with Audio plug-ins playing simultaneously. A third recording, maybe of a
bassline, could be triggered and, when the recording is complete, it would now be playing back
as the third Sound in the Pattern in addition to the previous two. This process can continue until
all empty Sound Slots in the Group are used up—after that, each additional recording will simply
be recorded as a new Take into the last Sound of the Group that contains an Audio plug-in (and
the previous Takes will still be preserved if you want to switch back to them).
• Pattern: This Target is similar to the “Sound” Target described above, except that each new
recording will also be assigned to a new Pattern on its own. This mode can be useful when you
want to record diﬀerent variations of a part and then review the variations easily by changing the
playing Pattern. For example, the first recording made will be placed into an Audio plug-in in the
first available Sound Slot in the Group, and then a new Pattern will be created where only this
new recording is playing back. Making another recording will result in the recording being
loaded into another unused Sound Slot, and another new Pattern will be made where only this
most recent recording is playing. If you then switch back to the previous Pattern, you’ll hear only
the previous recording (the newest will automatically be disabled in the previous Pattern).

Hardware Control of Sampling
All of the above Sampling workflows can be accessed through the MASCHINE controllers, though
the technique in doing so diﬀers between MASCHINE JAM and the 4x4 MASCHINE controllers.

Using a 4x4 Pad Controller for Recording Audio Loops
Using one of the MASCHINE 4x4 controllers (like MK3 or Studio) works as it always has: You
access the Sampling mode by pressing the SAMPLING button on the hardware. On the left
screen, you will see the basic Sampling parameters of “SOURCE” and “INPUT” above the first
two knobs. To see the new Sampling parameters, press the Page Right button.
On this second page, the first parameter listed will be “MODE”. Here, you can choose from
“Detect”, “Sync”, and the new “Loop” mode. The parameters assigned to the remaining knobs on
this page will diﬀer depending on which mode you have selected. For now, select “Loop”. There
should then be two additional parameters shown on this page, “LENGTH” and “TARGET”. The
Length parameter sets the desired length of the recording you’re about to make, and the Target
parameter determines what happens to the audio when the recording is finished (please see the
description of the three Targets described above).
Once all parameters are set, simply press the START button (Soft Button 5, located above the
right screen). This will arm the recorder and, once the proper sync point is reached, recording will
begin and will stop after the specified length (if you have selected “Free” for the length, you will
need to press Soft Button 5 again when you want the recording to stop—it will then stop on the
next bar). The setting of the Target parameter will then determine what happens to the recording
you just made. Keep pressing START to make additional recordings as desired.

Using MASCHINE JAM for Recording Audio Loops
The MASCHINE JAM does not have the built-in screens of the other 4x4 controllers, so the
interactions for making loop recordings are diﬀerent and, in some ways, even better/faster than
with the 4x4 controllers.
The Loop Recording workflow begins with the IN 1 button which is located on the right side of the
controller just below the main level meters. When you press and hold this button, it will prepare
the JAM for making an audio recording. Additionally, the On-Screen Overlay will appear on the
computer showing the current settings for Sampling (the same parameters you would see on the

screens of the 4x4 controllers). If desired, you can also pin this IN 1 mode by pressing the SONG
button while holding IN 1—you can then release both buttons and IN 1 will remain enabled.
When you press the IN 1 button, this will tell MASCHINE that you wish to record from External
Input 1 (as defined in the Audio Preferences). However, if you press the GRP button, this will tell
MASCHINE that you want to record from the currently-focused Group. You can also press the
MST button if you want to record the entirety of MASCHINE’s master output.
Once you’ve set the input source, you can then press a Pattern button on the JAM’s button matrix
to arm recording (if you did not pin the IN 1 button earlier, you’ll need to hold the IN 1 button when
pressing a Pattern button on the button matrix):
• Empty Pattern: When pressing an empty (unlit) Pattern, this will tell MASCHINE to record your
audio into a new Pattern (the equivalent of selecting the “Pattern” Target explained above).
Recording will start at the sync point and, when the recording is done, a new Pattern will be
created where you pressed the button and the recorded audio will begin to play back. If you
press another empty Pattern, another recording will be made along with a new Pattern that only
contains this new recording playing back.
• Existing Pattern: If you press an existing (lit) Pattern, this will tell MASCHINE to record your
new audio into this same Pattern (the equivalent of selecting the “Sound” Target explained
above). The recording will start at the sync point and, when the recording is done, it will begin to
play back along with everything else that already exists in the Pattern. Pressing the same
Pattern again will cause another recording to be added and layered with everything else.

Using Footswitches for Recording
MASCHINE JAM, MASCHINE MK3, and MASCHINE STUDIO all have inputs for footswitches, and
you can use these to control the capturing of loops while keeping your hands free to play your
instruments.
In order to use the footswitches for audio loop recording, you must first either go to the
SAMPLING page on your 4x4 hardware controller or hold IN 1 and press SONG on your
MASCHINE JAM controller to pin the recording mode. On the 4x4 controllers, you can then set
the recording parameters as described above; on MASCHINE JAM, you can set the recording
parameters via the On-Screen Overlay as described above.
Once all the recording parameters are set, simply depress the footswitch—once the sync point is
reached, the recording will start. It will then stop after the pre-determined length or, especially in
the cases where you have selected “Free” for the LENGTH, press the footswitch again to stop
recording on the next bar. When the recording is done, the recording will be loaded according to
the setting of the Target parameter.
It may occur that you trigger a new recording by mistake. The footswitches can help in these
cases:
• Cancel: If the recording is standing by to start (awaiting the sync point), you can simply press
the footswitch once again to cancel the recording. No new recordings will be made, nor new
Patterns.
• Abort: If recording has started, “double-click” the footswitch to abort the current recording. Any
audio recorded will be discared, no loops will be loaded, and no new Pattern created.
• Undo: If the recording finished before you could cancel it, then simply press and hold the
footswitch to trigger Undo.

